Cesarean scar pregnancy (CSP) occurs in less than 1% of ectopic pregnancies and is associated with significant maternal morbidity and mortality due to the risk of hemorrhage [1]. In these pregnancies, the gestational sac or trophoblast is typically located within the dehiscence or niche of the prior cesarean scar. CSP can be detected between days 33 and 94 of pregnancy but is frequently misdiagnosed as normal intrauterine pregnancy, inevitable abortion, gestational trophoblastic disease, or cervical pregnancy [2]. If the pregnancy progresses past the first trimester, an increased risk of a morbidly adherent placenta occurs, including placenta accreta, increta, or percreta [3].

Our video describes a 30-year-old woman, gravida 2 para 1,
with a history of a prior low transverse cesarean section, who initially presented to the emergency room due to first trimester vaginal bleeding with a beta human chorionic gonadotropin (βHCG) of 888 mIU/mL. Vaginal ultrasound at that time was non-diagnostic. A repeat βHCG test 48 hours later showed an appropriate increase to 3,100 mIU/mL. A repeat ultrasound at 6 weeks of gestation revealed findings suggestive of a CSP.

High-resolution ultrasound can facilitate CSP diagnosis and allow for an early implementation of an effective and minimally invasive treatment. Seven ultrasound findings have been established to aid in the diagnosis of CSP, including an empty uterine cavity, placenta, or gestational sac embedded in the cesarean scar, a rich vascular pattern around the placenta or sac, a fetal pole with or without a heart rate, a closed internal os and empty endocervical canal, triangular trophoblastic tissue filling the niche scar, and a thin layer of myometrium measuring approximately 2 mm covering the gestational sac under the bladder [4]. All these ultrasonographic findings were confirmed in our patient.

Several treatment strategies for CSP exist, including methotrexate therapy (systemic or intragestational sac injections), dilation and curettage, hysteroscopic removal, and abdominal excision (robotic, laparoscopic, laparotomy). The success rates for each treatment vary, and the regimen chosen should be based on patient’s characteristics and experience of the attending physician. In appropriate patients, conservative management can help avoid the risks and complications associated with surgery. However, in patients at a higher risk of rupture or in patients who do not respond to medical management, an aggressive and early treatment involving surgery should be considered.

Based on ultrasonographic findings of CSP with a mean sac diameter of 12 mm and no fetal cardiac activity, the patient was extensively counseled and opted for medical management with close surveillance. She received a single dose of methotrexate (50 mg/m²), followed by a two-dose protocol after findings of increased βHCG (from 23,000 to 36,000 mIU/mL) and the presence of fetal cardiac activity. However, a surgery was recommended after failure of 3 doses of methotrexate. Intragestational sac injection of methotrexate or a more aggressive regimen with leucovorin rescue could have been performed; however, these options were not readily available at our institution. A preoperative pelvic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed for surgical planning revealed a 4.1 cm mass within the cesarean scar niche consistent with a gestational sac.

The patient underwent a robotic excision of her CSP with metroplasty based on a stepwise approach. The first step included the creation of a bladder flap below the demarcation of the cervix to create adequate space for full excision of the ectopic pregnancy and a multi-layer hysterotomy closure. A uterine manipulator was placed to help delineate the cervix from the lower uterine segment. After the vesicouterine peritoneum was grasped and tented, sharp dissection was performed within the areolar tissue in an avascular dissection plane to facilitate bladder flap creation.

The second step involved the isolation and excision of the CSP. Sharp dissection was performed 360 degrees around the CSP until the bleeding edges of the normal myometrium and cervical tissue were visualized. Given the propensity for hemorrhage occurrence during CSP excision, there are several options to avoid excessive bleeding, including preoperative misoprostol, injection of vasopressin, isolation and temporary uterine artery ligation, and intravenous tranexamic acid [5-7]. Fortunately, these modalities were not necessary in this case. After complete excision, the specimen was removed using a laparoscopic surgery retrieval pouch through an 8 mm port.

The third step involved the completion of the metroplasty in two layers. The uterine defect was sutured with 2-0 barbed monofilament sutures to prevent occlusion of the internal cervical os in the closure. After the first layer was hemostatic, a second imbricating layer was applied to strengthen the repair with a 0 barbed monofilament suture.

The last step was hysteroscopy performed after the completion of the metroplasty. Given the proximity of the ectopic pregnancy to the internal os, hysteroscopy was performed to ensure cervical patency without obstruction.

Our patient’s postoperative course was uneventful, and she was discharged home on postoperative day 1. Pathology revealed an ectopic pregnancy with infarcted chorionic villi. She had a 3-month follow-up MRI, which showed complete resolution of the CSP, and the uterine scar myometrial thickness was 1.1 cm. Postoperative imaging allows for further assessment of the myometrial thickness after a surgical repair. While MRI allows for a thorough evaluation of both the endometrium and myometrium, it can be costly and not widely available. Sonohysterography is a cheaper and more accessible alternative. Sonohysterography has greater sensitivity and specificity in CSP evaluation as the defect size is ex-
aggerated by the increased intrauterine pressure, compared to the ultrasound alone [8].

Our patient conceived 15 months after the surgical procedure. She had an ultrasound-indicated cerclage placed at 14 weeks due to the shortened cervix, with an uncomplicated delivery at 37 weeks via a repeat cesarean section due to cholestasis of pregnancy. There are no documented reports in the literature associating short cervix or cervical insufficiency with CSP excision [9-11]. Indications for cerclage placement remain the same as those in the general obstetric population. In our video, we demonstrated a stepwise approach to robotic assisted excision of CSP using metroplasty. The 4 simple steps we described here can be widely adapted to ensure a safe and efficient surgical treatment of CSP.

Video clip

Video can be found with this article online at https://doi.org/10.5468/ogs.20311.
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